Camps being held within a 30 period

Example: Basketball camp being held Saturdays during the month of April.

You will enter this camp into Origami as you have been. The Camp Start Date would reflect the first day of camp (April 2) and the Camp End Date will reflect the last date the camp is held (April 30). This will reflect a total number of 29 days – which is inaccurate. To rectify this for our broker - in the newly added field “Additional Coverage Dates Needed?” you will select “Yes”. This will then open a new panel with a textbox for “Actual Camp Dates”. Here you will enter the additional dates the camp was held (ex: April 9, 16, 23). This will allow our broker to confirm the actual dates coverage is needed while eliminating the need for the member to enter in 5 separate camp applications for this 1 particular camp. Under “Estimated Number of Participants” – you will enter the estimated number for the entirety of this camp. So 5 day camp, 20 kids each day…Estimated Number of Participants = 100.